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The Free Culture 2009 research workshop built on the enthusiasm generated by the First
Interdisciplinary Research Workshop on Free Culture which took place during the 2008 iSummit
in Sapporo, Japan. It presented a unique opportunity for scholars whose work contributes to the
promotion, study or criticism of an emerging Free Culture, to engage with a multidisciplinary
group of academic peers and practitioners, identify the most important research opportunities
and challenges, and attempt to chart the future of Free Culture.

Our aim was to provide an opportunity for scholars and practitioners to discuss their findings,
experiences, and vision for a Free Culture with peers whose backgrounds extend beyond
individual disciplines, because we believe that the wider participation in the creative process
(and consequently in the formation and dissemination of our modern culture) enabled by new
Internet technologies, innovative legal solutions and new business models, are far-reaching and
therefore deserve to be examined through the lens of multidisciplinary inquiry. More specifically,
this year's workshop was focused on:

(a) participant interaction and joint reflection on key findings from cutting edge research in the
field (b) the development of a research agenda, with the identification of key topics for future
research (c) facilitating research collaborations and exchange of ideas between different
academic institutions engaged in Free Culture research (d) fostering useful academic outputs
over the next 12+ months (e) considering policy recommendations or a policy orientation that
may emerge as a result of Free Culture research and scholarship

Please find the agenda, list of written submissions, and more information about the day at
the event's wiki.
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